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The discovery of a link between mutations in GBA1, encoding the lysosomal enzyme glucocerebrosidase,
and the synucleinopathies directly resulted from the clinical recognition of patients with Gaucher disease
with parkinsonism. Mutations in GBA1 are now the most common known genetic risk factor for several
Lewy body disorders, and an inverse relationship exists between levels of glucocerebrosidase and oligo-
meric a-synuclein. While the underlying mechanisms are still debated, this complicated association is shed-
ding light on the role of lysosomes in neurodegenerative disorders, demonstrating how insights from a rare
disorder can direct research into the pathogenesis and therapy of seemingly unrelated common diseases.
Introduction
While a link between two different medical disorders—Parkinson

disease (PD) and Gaucher disease (GD)—has now been appre-

ciated for over a decade, the basis for this association has

remained elusive. The many theories proposed all have short-

comings with conflicting data, and what was once considered

obvious currently does not pass muster. There are important as-

pects of each disorder that have attracted attention as potential

clues, but ultimately, it may be time to return to the drawing

board to rethink how glucocerebrosidase, the lysosomal enzyme

deficient in Gaucher disease, can impact Parkinson disease

pathogenesis.

Parkinson disease, first described by James Parkinson 200

years ago, is the second most common neurodegenerative dis-

order, with an average age at diagnosis of 62 years and lifetime

risk in developed nations of 3%–4%. While it is now accepted

that Parkinson disease is a complex multigenic disorder with

both genetic and environmental contributions, major gaps

remain in our understanding of disease pathogenesis and in

our ability to treat patients. The recognition of the role of dopa-

mine led to improved management of patients with Parkinson

disease, but there continues to be no cure. Understanding

the pathways contributing to disease etiology may better inform

the design of new therapeutics. Human genetics has offered

the opportunity to explore more ‘‘etiologic-based’’ treatments

(Singleton and Hardy, 2016). Indeed, the genetics of Parkinson

disease has been rigorously pursued using state-of-the-

art unbiased and system-wide approaches, beginning with link-

age analysis, genome-wide association studies (GWAS), and,

more recently, whole-exome and whole-genome sequencing

approaches. However, the most common known genetic risk

factor for Parkinson disease identified to date—mutations in

GBA1, the gene encoding for the lysosomal enzyme glucocer-

ebrosidase—was not discovered by such large system-wide

endeavors. Rather it is a story that was directly born from the

Medical Genetics clinic (Neudorfer et al., 1996; Tayebi

et al., 2001).
Gaucher disease (OMIM #606463), resulting from the inherited

deficiency of glucocerebrosidase (GCase. E.C.3.2.1.45), is a rare

disorder primarily affecting cells of the reticulo-endothelial line-

age. Lysosomes within macrophages become engorged with

the undigested substrates glucocerebroside and glucosylsphin-

gosine, giving rise to the characteristic-appearing ‘‘Gaucher

cell’’ (Beutler and Grabowski, 2001). GD is an extremely hetero-

geneous disorder with multi-organ involvement. While many

patients with this disorder are so mildly affected that they

can evade medical attention their entire lives, others present

in infancy, childhood, or adulthood. Systemic manifestations

commonly include hepatosplenomegaly, which can be massive,

anemia, thrombocytopenia, and bony involvement, including

osteopenia, fractures, and painful bone crises. Patients also

can develop gammopathies, inflammation, and immunological

and coagulation impairments. Nosebleeds, bony symptoms, or

painless organomegaly are commonly the presenting com-

plaints. Patients without primary neurological manifestations

have been classified as having type 1 or non-neuronopathic

GD. Such patients have deficient GCase, but there is typically

some residual enzymatic activity (Beutler and Grabowski,

2001). Type 2 or acute neuronopathic GD manifests in infancy

or perinatally. These babies develop organomegaly and pancy-

topenia, as well as devastating and progressive neurodegenera-

tion resulting in bulbar findings, opisthotonus, and seizures

(Weiss et al., 2015). Some are identified in the neonatal period

or prenatally, when they manifest with hydrops fetalis, ichthyo-

sis, or arthrogryposis. Patients with type 2 GD make little or no

GCase as a result of severe or null mutations, and the disorder

is uniformly lethal in the first years of life (Beutler and Grabowski,

2001; Weiss et al., 2015). By default, patients with type 3 GD

have some degree of neurological involvement but survive

infancy. Manifestations are diverse and include slowing of the

horizontal eye movements, myoclonic epilepsy, and, at times,

cognitive impairment (Beutler and Grabowski, 2001).

While studying the natural history of type 1 GD, it was noted

that a few rare patients developed parkinsonian manifestations.
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Although initially these symptoms were considered to be unre-

lated, the observation persisted, and by the early 2000s several

papers detailed series of patients sharing the two disorders.

There was no consistent age, sex, ethnicity, degree of disease

severity, treatment, or Gaucher genotype shared by the patients

who developed parkinsonism. Generally, the age of onset of

parkinsonian manifestations was relatively young, and more

rapid disease progression and cognitive impairment were noted

(Neudorfer et al., 1996; Tayebi et al., 2001).

The next clinical observation was that first-degree family

members of patients with GD also seemed to have an increased

frequency of parkinsonism. When family histories were explored

focusing on symptoms associated with parkinsonism, around

25% of patients had a family history of Parkinson disease. Often

this was a parent, sibling, or grandparent of the Gaucher pro-

bandwhowas an obligateGBA1mutation carrier. This surprising

finding led investigators to posit that perhaps even Gaucher

heterozygotes might be at increased risk of developing PD

(Goker-Alpan et al., 2004).

Two early studies indicated that this was indeed the case.

Studying autopsy samples acquired from different brain banks,

investigators noted that 12 of 57 subjects with a post-mortem

diagnosis of PD carried GBA1 mutations (eight subjects) or the

common alterations E326K or T369M (four cases), while no

GBA1 alterations were identified in samples from 44 controls

without parkinsonism (Lwin et al., 2004). In the same year, a

cohort of 148 Ashkenazi Jewish patients with PD from Northern

Israel were screened for selected GBA1 mutations with muta-

tions identified in 40 patients (Aharon-Peretz et al., 2004). These

publications were followed by replication studies in cohorts with

PD around the world. Ultimately, a large multicenter collabora-

tive study was conducted, which included 5,691 patients with

PD and 4,898 controls screened in 14 centers on four continents.

The odds ratio (OR) for carrying either GBA1 mutation N370S or

L444P in subjects with PD was 5.43 across centers. When all

exons of GBA1 were sequenced, approximately 7% of subjects

with PD carried mutations in GBA1 (Sidransky et al., 2009). It

is now accepted that depending on ethnicity and screening

techniques used, between 2.3%–9.4% of patients with PD

(11%–31% in Ashkenazi Jews) carry a GBA1 mutation. Two

GBA1 alterations that do not appear to cause GD, E236K and

T369M, are similarly more common in subjects with PD, albeit

with a lower ORi (Davis et al., 2016; Mallett et al., 2016).

Other reports have concluded that patients carrying more se-

vere or null GBA1 mutations are at a higher risk for PD (Gan-Or

et al., 2015). Clinical, neuropathological, and imaging studies

suggested that some GBA1 carriers had features characteristic

of a related synucleinopathy, dementia with Lewy bodies (DLB)

(Goker-Alpan et al., 2008, 2012). While patients with DLB also

develop parkinsonian manifestations, they tend to have a more

rapidly progressive course, with pronounced cognitive impair-

ment developing early in their clinical course. These observa-

tions, as well as pilot studies demonstrating GBA1 mutations in

3.5% to 28% of subjects with DLB, prompted a second multi-

center analysis. Eleven centers from around the world joined

contributing 721 cases that met clinical or pathological diag-

nostic criteria for DLB and 151 with Parkinson disease with de-

mentia (PDD). The genotypes of these patients were compared
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to 1,952 controls from the same centers, yielding an OR of

8.28 (95% CL = 4.78–14.88), which was even higher than the

OR for PD, further confirming the clinical impression of more

prevalent cognitive impairment associated with mutations of

GBA1 (Nalls et al., 2013).

A major player in PD pathogenesis is a-synuclein (a-syn), an

intrinsically disordered 140-amino-acid protein, which is en-

coded by the gene SNCA. a-syn is abundant in brain, interacts

with lipid membranes (Pfefferkorn et al., 2012), and has a pro-

pensity to aggregate. Its role in PD was appreciated in 1997

when Polymeropoulos et al. demonstrated segregation of PD

with a mutation in a-syn in two Italian and one Greek families

and Spillantini et al. showed that a-syn was present in Lewy

bodies (Polymeropoulos et al., 1997; Spillantini et al., 1997).

Duplications or triplications of a-syn also lead to familial PD.

Unfolded momomeric a-syn can aggregate first into small oligo-

meric species that can be stabilized by b sheet-like interactions,

and then into higher molecular weight insoluble fibrils, seen in

different synucleinopathies. The interaction of a-syn with the

membranes of presynaptic and synaptic vesicles plays a role

in synaptic vesicle docking, priming, clustering, fusion, and recy-

cling (Snead and Eliezer, 2014). The phosphorylation at specific

serine residues of a-syn also can be important. Phosphorylation

of S87 reduces its interaction with membranes, while phosphor-

ylation of S129 may affect membrane binding of mutant, but not

wild-type, a-syn (Visanji et al., 2011).

Clinical Research
These initial genetic studies stimulated both clinical and basic

science investigations probing the etiology and impact of this as-

sociation. On the clinical side, studies prospectively evaluating

patients with GBA1mutations with and without overt manifesta-

tions of parkinsonism are currently in progress in several centers,

aiming to better characterize the parkinsonian phenotype, iden-

tify potential biomarkers, and recognize early signs of Parkinson

disease in this at-risk population. The evaluations include olfac-

tory testing, neurologic assessments, neurocognitive testing,

surveys for non-motor, sleep and/or psychiatric manifestations,

and imaging with transcranial ultrasonography, MRI scans, DAT

scans, MRI spectroscopy, and 18F-fluoro-L-DOPA and 15O-H2O

PET scans (Beavan et al., 2015; Chetrit et al., 2013; Goker-Alpan

et al., 2012). The clinical course of subjects with either two or one

mutant GBA1 alleles has been studied. A report of the clinical

course of 19 patients with both GD and parkinsonism found

that these patients with two mutant GBA1 alleles had an earlier

age at disease onset and more cognitive changes than encoun-

tered in sporadic PD. However, there was not a uniformly

aggressive clinical course or distinguishing features in these

patients, and in fact, some had a late onset or relatively slow dis-

ease progression (Lopez et al., 2016). Imaging studies in GBA1-

associated PD have revealed that the pattern of dopamine loss is

similar to sporadic PD, with the greatest loss seen in the caudal

striatum. Resting cerebral blood flow studies demonstrated that

subjects with GD and PD had less activity in specific brain re-

gions affected in neurodegenerative disorders with cognitive

impairment (Goker-Alpan et al., 2012).

Among GBA1 carriers with PD, there is also a spectrum of

associated PD manifestations. Most studies do indicate an
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earlier age at PD onset amongmutation carriers and amore rapid

progression of both motor features and cognitive decline (Mata

et al., 2016). Unilateral tremor and bradykinesia are the most

common presenting features, although gait abnormalities and

postural instability are also relatively frequent. Levodopa res-

ponsiveness is largely positive. Rapid-eye-movement (REM)

sleep disorder, impaired olfaction, depression, and anxiety

have been reported. It has been suggested that the extent of

cognitive impairment is related to mutation severity (Cilia et al.,

2016; Liu et al., 2016).

Biological Relationships
On the basic science side, despite a considerable number of

investigations, the basis of this relationship remains con-

fusing. There is a reciprocal relationship between levels of

GCase and a-syn present in patients with synucleinopathies

(Mazzulli et al., 2011). Evaluating brain bank samples, it was

found that even subjects with idiopathic PD have decreased

levels of GCase on western blots (Gegg et al., 2012; Murphy

et al., 2014; Rocha et al., 2015). When mutant GBA1 was

overexpressed in neuronal cells, a-syn levels increased.

This was found to be related to GCase levels rather than ac-

tivity (Cullen et al., 2011). Knocking down wild-type GCase in

neurons with short hairpin RNA (shRNA) led to increased

levels of oligomeric a-syn (Mazzulli et al., 2011). Two groups

have reported that inhibiting GCase activity with the highly se-

lective inhibitor Conduritol B Epoxide (CBE) in both mice and

neuroblastoma cells led to elevated levels of a-syn (Cleeter

et al., 2013; Manning-Bo�g et al., 2009), although Dermentzaki

and co-workers (Dermentzaki et al., 2013) did not observe

accumulation of a-syn in CBE-treated differentiated SH-

SY5Y neuroblastoma cells. This discrepancy could result

from different lengths of exposure to 50 mM CBE (ranging

from 48 hr to 30 days), differences in assay conditions, or

the use of different buffers and a-syn antibodies in the three

studies.

Using a different approach, it was shown in rodent models of

PD that direct delivery of GCase to the brain resulted in a reduc-

tion of a-syn levels and an improvement of symptoms associ-

ated with parkinsonism (Rockenstein et al., 2016; Sardi et al.,

2013). It was also found that infants with type 2 GD disease,

who often have extremely low residual GCase activity, exhibit

increased neuronal a-syn levels (Aflaki et al., 2016; Mazzulli

et al., 2011), although no a-syn pathology is noted at autopsy

(Berger-Sieczkowski et al., 2016).

However, despite this evidence, the basis for and significance

of this reciprocal relationship remain unclear. Both gain- and

loss-of-function theories have been postulated, but there are

serious deficiencies with each (Sardi et al., 2015; Siebert et al.,

2014; Schapira, 2015; Blanz and Saftig 2016). The gain-of-func-

tion hypothesis is supported by the observation that many of the

mutations identified result in a misfolded protein that could

enhance a-syn aggregation and lead to lysosomal dysfunction,

over-burdening of the ubiquitin-proteasome pathway, or impair-

ments of autophagy due to defective fusion between autophago-

somes and lysosomes. However, the observation that some

GBA1 mutations (i.e., c.84dupG) found in patients with PD are

null mutations conflicts with this hypothesis, especially since
null alleles are associated with an even higher risk for PD

(Gan-Or et al., 2015).

Alternatively, parkinsonism could arise from the loss of GCase

activity, where glucosylceramide accumulation could change

lipid homeostasis, resulting in altered a-syn processing. Arguing

against this theory is the finding that most patients with GD do

not develop PD despite having significantly less GCase than het-

erozygotes. Based upon data from a large Gaucher registry

(Rosenbloom et al., 2011), among patients with GD, the probabil-

ity of developing PD before age 70 is only 5%–7%, about five

times higher than in the general population. But over 90% of

older patients still do not develop PD and, thus, the enzymatic

deficiency itself is not predictive of PD.

There is experimental evidence for a direct physical interaction

between a-syn andGCase (Yap et al., 2011), indicating that theC

terminus of a-syn and GCase interact selectively under acidic

conditions (pH 5.5) at residues 118–137. It was also found that

a-syn efficiently inhibits GCase activity and that saposin C

(Sap C), a protein vital for GCase activity in vivo, protects GCase

against a-syn inhibition (Yap et al., 2013). Using nuclear mag-

netic resonance spectroscopy, site-specific fluorescence, and

Förster energy transfer probes, Sap C was observed to displace

a-syn fromGCase in solution in the presence of lipid, suggesting

a role for Sap C in Gaucher-related PD (Yap et al., 2015). Sap C

associates with GCase in solution in a 1:1 complex, and the re-

gion of SapC contactingGCase is distinct from the region known

to enhance GCase activity (Gruschus et al., 2015). Neutron

reflectometry revealed that GCase binds to and partially inserts

into the membrane bilayer, with its active site most likely lying

just above the membrane-water interface (Yap et al., 2015). Us-

ing deuterated a-syn versus protiated GCase, changes in the

membrane-bound structure of a-syn in the complex were

demonstrated, indicating that the interaction with a-syn could

displace GCase from themembrane, impeding substrate access

and perturbing the active site. GCase would then move mem-

brane-bound a-syn away from the bilayer, preventing its lyso-

somal degradation.

Insights from New Models
It has been challenging to study the mechanisms underlying

GBA1-associated parkinsonism in part because most of the

different cellular and animal models available each have inherent

deficiencies. Attempts to use immortalized neuronal lines, such

as human neuroblastoma lines or SH-SY5Y cells, by gene

silencing, introducing mutations with nucleases, or pharmaco-

logical inhibition of GCase have been attempted, albeit with

mixed success. Studying a-syn in cellular models can also be

challenging as a-syn may not accumulate analogously during

the shortened time frame of cell culture and may not be in the

same forms found in human brain (Xin et al., 2015).

The challenge in creating appropriate disease models is not

unique to GD. A better understanding of mechanisms underlying

disease progression in both rare and common diseases can

enhance the development of treatments specifically targeting

aspects related to disease etiology. Many different types of ani-

mal models using rats,mice, dogs, flies, and zebrafish have been

developed. However, in animal models, the observed phenotype

can, at times, be species specific and therefore not adequately
Neuron 93, February 22, 2017 739
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mimic the human phenotype. The discovery of induced pluripo-

tent stem cells (iPSCs) has opened new avenues for many

aspects of clinical research, regenerative medicine, and drug

discovery because pluripotency technology can be used to

better mimic conditions occurring in patients. Moreover, new

technologies, such as gene editing with CRISPR/Cas9 or

TALENs, can introduce or correct different mutations in order

to study the role of these specific changes in humans. While

such technologies are very labor intensive, time consuming,

and expensive, they can uncover mechanisms underlying dis-

ease in ways never previously possible. Recently, teams around

the world have successfully established different iPSC lines from

patients with PD harboring different GBA1 mutations.

In the first of these studies, iPSCs were generated from

patients with PD harboring heterozygous GBA1 mutations

(L444P, RecNcil, and N370S) (Schöndorf et al., 2014). This group

differentiated iPSCs into dopaminergic (DA) neurons and

observed reduced GCase activity and increased a-syn levels.

They performed multiplexed quantitative proteomics on an

enriched neuronal fraction, which indicated an elevation of

NECAB2 in iPSC neurons carrying GBA1 mutations. NECAB2

belongs to the family of neuronal calcium-binding proteins highly

expressed in the dorsal substantia nigra (SN) (Ganat et al., 2012).

Their research demonstrates the calcium buffering of NECAB2

and supports the hypothesis that the increase in NECAB2 seen

in neurons carryingGBA1mutations represents a compensatory

mechanism. Additionally, iPSC-derived dopaminergic neurons

from PD subjects carrying GBA1mutations exhibit endoplasmic

reticulum (ER) stress, reflected in elevated levels of binding

immunoglobulin protein (BiP), protein disulfide isomerase (PDI),

and calnexin (Fernandes et al., 2016), which correlate with

increased calcium release from the ER to the cytosol. This is in

agreement with previous studies, where altered calcium release

from the ER in the cytosol was observed in GD rodent cell

models and GD patient-derived tissues with GlcCer and

GlcSph storage. These studies suggest that elevated levels of

GlcCer and GlcSph might facilitate neuronal cell death through

increased calcium release in the cytosol via a ryanodine

receptor-dependent and an inositol (1,4,5)-trisphosphate recep-

tor (InsP3R) and sarcoplasmic/endoplasmic reticulum Ca2+-

ATPase (SERCA)mechanism, respectively (Korkotian and Segal,

1999; Pelled et al., 2005). While initially no difference in a-syn

levels in iPSC-derived dopaminergic neurons was observed,

a-syn secretion increased over time in iPSCDA neurons frompa-

tients with PD carryingGBA1mutations (Fernandes et al., 2016).

A study by Woodard et al. (2014) described iPSC-derived

dopaminergic neurons from monozygotic twins carrying an

N370SGBA1 allele, where only one twin developed PD. The neu-

rons from both twins had approximately 50% glucocerebrosi-

dase activity, 3-fold elevated a-syn protein levels, and reduced

dopamine levels, but neurons from the twin with PD had less

dopamine, increased monoamine oxidase B (MAO-B) expres-

sion, and impaired intrinsic network activity (Woodard et al.,

2014). This suggests that non-genetic factors may also con-

tribute to PD pathogenesis in at-risk individuals.

A recent study uniquely focused on iPSC-derived neuronal

lines from subjects with GD with and without parkinsonism,

including a pair of siblings with GD disease discordant for PD.
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Preliminary assays indicated that these neurons do store and

release dopamine. Dopaminergic neurons from patients with

GD appropriately exhibit deficient enzymatic activity and

reduced levels of GCase in lysosomes, as well as storage of

the glycolipid substrates glucosylceramide (GlcCer) and gluco-

sylsphingosine (GlcSph). Aged neurons from the subjects with

PD recapitulate the patient phenotype by displaying increased

a-syn levels. This work also demonstrated that iPSC dopami-

nergic neurons from patients with type 2 GD—the most severe

acute neuronopathic form—also show increased a-syn accumu-

lation (Aflaki et al., 2016).

Understanding the Reciprocal Relationship between
Glucocerebrosidase and a-syn
There are multiple factors that could potentially sway the recip-

rocal relationship between GCase and a-syn and thus impact

the pathogenesis of PD or provide targets for therapeutic inter-

vention (Figure 1). The normal balance between the two proteins

could be altered either by an increase in the amount of a-syn pre-

sent or by decreased GCase levels.

Elevations in a-syn can result from increased production,

decreased degradation, or enhanced aggregation. It is known

that levels of a-syn increase with age (Chu and Kordower,

2007; Bobela et al., 2015). Also, a-syn aggregates may be

spread or increased by neuron-to-neuron transmission (Lopes

da Fonseca et al., 2015). Factors that might contribute to

decreased degradation include lower levels of cathepsins, pro-

teins responsible for a-syn breakdown, impaired intracellular

turnover of a-syn, and an increase in membrane-bound a-syn

(McGlinchey and Lee, 2015). Enhanced aggregation can result

from increased phosphorylation, stabilization of aggregates by

lipids, like glucosylceramide, and other causes of lysosomal

dysfunction (Roberts and Brown, 2015; Wong and Krainc, 2016).

On the other hand, factors that can lead to decreased GCase

levels include misfolded or absent protein secondary to gene

mutations or enhanced enzyme degradation via ERAD (Blanz

and Saftig, 2016; Horowitz et al., 2016). It has also been reported

that levels of GCase go down with age (Rocha et al., 2015).

GCase may be inactivated by membrane-bound a-syn present

in the lysosomal membrane (Yap et al., 2015). Also, trafficking

of GCase to the lysosome could be blocked by aggregated intra-

cellular a-syn as part of a bidirectional vicious cycle (Figure 2,

pathway #1) (Mazzulli et al., 2011).

GCase is one of the few lysosomal enzymes that does not uti-

lize the mannose-6-phosphate receptor to enter the lysosome,

but rather it is transported to lysosomes by binding to lysosomal

integral membrane protein type-2 (LIMP-2) (Gonzalez et al.,

2014). A deficiency in LIMP-2 results in the reduction of lyso-

somal GCase, and hence, levels of LIMP-2 could also impact

the reciprocal relationship between GCase and a-syn. In a

mouse model, LIMP-2-induced deficiency of GCase led to

increased a-syn aggregation and PD-like pathology (Blanz and

Saftig, 2016; Rothaug et al., 2014). Furthermore, LIMP-2 overex-

pression in cell lines, including those overexpressing a-syn, led

to reduced a-syn levels (Rothaug et al., 2014). There is also ge-

netic evidence that LIMP-2 may be linked to PD (Michelakakis

et al., 2012), although it is not yet clear whether the reported

SNPs indeed impact LIMP-2 expression (Maniwang et al., 2013).



Too much α-syn:
Increased production
 • Levels go up with age
 • Increase in neuron-to-neuron  transmission

Decreased degradation 
 • Lower level of cathepsins
 • Impaired cellular turnover 
 • Decreased Lamp2A
 • More is membrane bound 

Enhanced aggregation 
 • More phosphorylation
 • Aggregates stabilized by GlcCer 
 • Lysosomal dysfunction

Too little GCase: 
Decreased production
 • Less GCase with age
 • DNA mutation-mutant/ null allele or GD

Increased degradation
 • Active ERAD

Decreased activity
 • Impacted by membrane-bound α-syn 
 • SAP C deficiency

Impaired trafficking to lysosome
 • Trafficking blocked by aggregated α-syn 
 • LIMP2 impacted

Inverse relationship - Factors at Play        Figure 1. The Inverse Relationship between
a-synuclein and Glucocerebrosidase
Multiple factors can impact the inverse relation-
ship, including those leading to too much a-syn or
too little GCase.
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The Role of the Autophagosomal/Lysosomal Pathway
Elucidating the causes of accumulation and aggregation of a-syn

and the degradative pathways involved are essential for under-

standing disease pathogenesis and in designing treatments.

Recent evidence that mutations in genes coding for other

lysosomal proteins also may increase the risk of parkinsonism

supports the premise that lysosomal dysfunction may be an

important factor (Dagan et al., 2015; Shachar et al., 2011).

Thus, degradation pathways involved in clearing accumulated

a-syn, notably the autophagosome-lysosome systems, merit

close attention. Different forms of autophagy may play a role in

this process.

In macroautophagy, autophagosomes engulf cytosolic cargo

before they are delivered to the lysosomes for degradation.

Autophagosomes are increased in DA neurons in the SN of pa-

tients with PD, and lysosomal markers, such as Cathespin D,

are decreased, suggesting impaired autophagic flux in patients

with PD (Chu et al., 2009). Moreover, the presence of aggregated

a-syn containing K48-linked polyubiquitin, and the ubiquitin-

binding protein p62 in DA neurons, also indicates that autopha-

gosomal/lysosomal and proteosomal pathways are defective,

resulting in the failure to appropriately reduce misfolded proteins

(Figure 2, pathway #4).

In addition to macroautophagy, defects in chaperone-

mediated autophagy (CMA), a specific form of autophagy,

have been implicated in PD (Figure 2, pathway #3). In

CMA, lysosomal targeting of proteins containing a KFERQ-

like motif occurs via the cytosolic chaperone HSC70. The

chaperone/substrate complex interacts with Lamp2a, which

acts as a receptor on the lysosome. The substrate then

passes through the lysosomal membrane and is rapidly

degraded. It has been suggested that wild-type a-syn is a

substrate for CMA, providing a possible link between CMA

and PD (Cuervo et al., 2004). Additionally, there is evidence

that Lamp2a and HSC70 levels are reduced in patients with

PD, which could be attributed to reduced CMA activity (Al-

varez-Erviti et al., 2010). However, there is currently no

data indicating that GBA1 is a substrate for chaperone-medi-

ated autophagy or that CMA is defective in neuronopathic

forms of GD.
A third pathway that may play a role in

the link between PD and GD involves

transcription factor EB (TFEB), a master

regulator of the autophagy-lysosomal

pathway (ALP) (Figure 2, pathway #5). In

normal, nutrient-rich conditions, there is

an abundance of amino acids available

in lysosomes due to protein hydrolysis,

which leads to activation and transloca-

tion of mammalian target of rapamycin

(mTOR) to the lysosomal surface, where
mTOR-dependent phosphorylation of TFEB facilitates its cyto-

plasmic sequestration (Settembre and Ballabio, 2011; Settem-

bre et al., 2013). Under starvation conditions, mTOR is inacti-

vated and dissociates from the lysosomal surface. TFEB

undergoes nuclear translocation and activates transcription of

the coordinated lysosomal expression and regulation (CLEAR)

network genes (Settembre et al., 2012). The association between

lysosomal storage disorders and neurodegenerative diseases,

like PD, highlights the importance of lysosomal degradation

pathways in these disorders. Studying postmortem PD brain

samples, it was shown that nuclear TFEB is reduced in the

midbrain. There also appears to be an interaction of a-syn with

TFEB (Decressac et al., 2013), which could lead to sequestering

of the transcription factor in the cytosol, preventing its activation.

Therefore, enhancing TFEB could be a potential therapeutic

strategy for PD. One report showed downregulated TFEB levels

in type 2 GD iPSC neurons (Awad et al., 2015), but data in dopa-

minergic neurons from patients with GBA1-associated PD are

not currently available. Since TFEB has been reported to be a

direct regulator of GCase expression, further studies probing

the role of this pathway might enhance our understanding of

the association between GD and PD (Sardiello et al., 2009).

While current evidence suggests that the autophagosome-

lysosome system is impaired in PD, it will be essential to confirm

this in relevant models of neuronopathic GD to determine

whether and how these pathways impact the association be-

tween PD and GD. These theories must be reconciled with the

fact that carrying oneGBA1mutation, even amild one, increases

the risk of PD, although many of these patients have well above

50% of control GCase activity. It is theoretically possible that

even a mild reduction in GCase activity leads to sub-optimal

lysosomal function and an impaired ability to dispose of mis-

folded proteins, although most patients with GD that have

much lower GCase levels and activity do not develop PD. More-

over, elevations of glucosylceramide, an important component

of membranes, can impact internalization of a-syn into the lyso-

some. It is very important to emphasize that regardless of how

mutations in GBA1 contribute to the development of parkin-

sonism, the vast majority of patients and carriers with GD never

develop parkinsonism. Thus, it is quite likely that multiple factors,
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Figure 2. Pathways that Might Contribute to
the Association between GD and PD
Wild-type GCase is produced in the ER, glycosy-
lated in the Golgi, and is translocated to the lyso-
some, where it degrades its substrate, GlcCer. (1)
Mutant GCase may undergo proteosomal break-
down and is not translocated to lysosomes. (1a)
GlcCer accumulates in the lysosome, which sub-
sequently may lead to a-syn aggregation; however,
not all individuals carrying a mutation develop PD.
(2) InPD, the oligomeric formofa-synmaysuppress
ER-Golgi trafficking of GCase, which can result in
reducedGCaseactivity. (3)a-syn is a substrate for a
selective form of autophagy (chaperone-mediated
autophagy, CMA) and interacts with the cytosolic
chaperone (HSC70), enabling its translocation to the
lysosome with the help of Lamp2a, a receptor for
CMA on the lysosomal membrane. It is not known
whether GCase is a substrate for CMA or whether
CMA is affected in patients with PD and GD. (4)
Macroautophagy could be affected. Accumulation
of ubiquitinated proteins and p62 in the autopha-
gosome inhibits fusion between the autophago-
some and the lysosome, which augments the
accumulation of autophagosomes in the cells.
These eventually inhibit macroautophagy and
impair lysosomal function. (5) Transcription factor
EB (TFEB), a key regulator of lysosome biogenesis
may play a role. Under normal conditions, mTOR
interacts with TFEB on the surface of the lysosome,
which leads to TFEB phosphorylation and cytosolic
sequestration of this transcription factor. When
autophagy is impairedormTOR is inhibited, TFEB is
no longer phosphorylated, which results in the
dissociation of TFEB from the lysosome and its
translocation to the nucleus. a-syn accumulation
or lysosomal dysfunction could inhibit translocation
of TFEB to the nucleus, leading to the accumulation
of phosphorylated TFEB on the lysosome.
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many of which are impacted by the aging process, work in

concert with deficient GCase to cause parkinsonism.

There is also preliminary evidence linking other lysosomal en-

zymes to parkinsonism. In both control iPSC dopaminergic neu-

rons overexpressing a-syn and neurons derived from patients

with PD, it was observed that in acidic compartments, the activ-

ity of other lysosomal enzymes like b-galactosidase and hexos-

aminidase were reduced (Mazzulli et al., 2016a). Genetic studies

of patients with PD indicate that mutations in sphingomyelin

phosphodiesterase 1, which cause Niemann-Pick disease,

may be more frequent than in controls, although larger studies

are still required (Dagan et al., 2016; Mao et al., 2016). A recent

study in the Twitcher mouse model of Krabbe disease demon-

strated a-syn aggregation in the brain and possible dysfunction

in synaptic function, which was believed to be associated with

the altered lipid profile (Marshall and Bongarzone, 2016).

Therapeutics for Gaucher Disease May Also Impact
Parkinson Disease
The reciprocal relationship between GCase and a-syn has

spurred a growing interest in the development of novel treat-

ments for synucleinopathies based on the hypothesis that ther-

apeutic enhancement of GCase activity might diminish aggrega-

tion and accumulation of a-syn in the brains of patients. This idea

was supported by a promising proof-of-concept study in which a

mouse model overexpressing A53T a-syn showed diminished
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a-syn accumulation when wild-type GBA1 was introduced in

the central nervous system by viral infection (Sardi et al., 2013).

The two FDA-approved therapies for patients with GD type 1

currently on the market are enzyme replacement therapy (ERT)

and substrate reduction therapy (SRT). Patients on ERT receive

life-long intravenous infusions of recombinant GCase enzyme on

a regular basis. While ERT greatly improves hematologic and

visceral symptoms, there is no alleviation of neurological mani-

festations in patients with type 2 and type 3 GD since ERT

does not cross the blood-brain barrier (BBB) (Jung et al.,

2016). Thus, the current FDA-approved ERTs for GD are not suit-

able for treatment of synucleinopathies, and long-term ERT

administration to patients with GD type 1 does not prevent the

development of PD. Current research suggests that tagging of

therapeutic proteins with BBB-crossing peptides or loading

them into exosomes could enhance delivery to the brain. It re-

mains to be tested whether these strategies could indeed render

ERT suitable for treatment of neuropathic forms of GD or synu-

cleinopathies (Gramlich et al., 2016; Hall et al., 2016).

The second FDA-approved treatment for GD is SRT, where

patients are treated with selective molecules that inhibit gluco-

sylceramide synthase, thereby reducing the formation of the

GCase substrate glucosylceramide (Van Rossum and Holsop-

ple, 2016). While current SRT drugs on themarket, which include

Miglustat and Eliglustat, do not show efficacy in the brain, in

neuropathic GD mouse models, a novel SRT compound named
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Genz-682452 appeared to reduce storage and alleviate neuro-

logical symptoms (Marshall et al., 2016). Thus, the effect of

Genz-682452 on a-syn levels should be evaluated in models of

synucleinopathies.

There currently remains an urgent need for an effective treat-

ment for neuronopathic forms of GD. A decade-long collabora-

tion between NHGRI and the National Chemical Genomics

Center (NCGC) yielded significant progress in the development

of small chemical chaperone therapy for GD (Jung et al., 2016).

Various mutations in GBA1 lead to protein misfolding in the

endoplasmic reticulum, followed by premature proteasome-

mediated degradation, reduced translocation of GCase from

the ER to lysosomes, and increased substrate accumulation

(Maor et al., 2013). High-throughput screening (HTS) was em-

ployed to identify small chemical chaperones that specifically

bind to variousmutant forms of GCase and increase enzyme sta-

bility, lysosomal translocation, lysosomal enzyme activity, and

substrate turnover. Small chemical chaperones for GCase can

successfully cross the BBB, might modulate GCase activity

and protein levels in the brain (Patnaik et al., 2012), and subse-

quently increase substrate turnover due to residual enzyme

activity. Not only would such a therapy be beneficial for the treat-

ment of neuronopathic forms of GD, but it might also hold

promise for treatment of the synucleinopathies.

The majority of small chemical chaperones described in the

literature are GCase inhibitors that stabilize the enzyme by inter-

acting with the active site (Jung et al., 2016). However, once the

enzyme-inhibitor complex reaches the lysosome, the substrate

has to out-compete the inhibitor for optimal substrate turnover,

which makes balancing drug dosing challenging. For example,

Isofagomine, an imminosugar-based inhibitor molecule that

showed much promise in cell and mouse models of GD, failed

to demonstrate efficacy in a phase 2 clinical trial (Khanna et al.,

2010; Sun et al., 2012). One potential candidate chaperone,

the expectorant ambroxol, was identified as a mixed inhibitor

of GCase in a HTS of an FDA-approved drug library (Maegawa

et al., 2009). The potency of ambroxol for GD has been demon-

strated in various in vitro and in vivo models, such as cells, mice,

and flies (Luan et al., 2013; Maor et al., 2016). Pilot studies con-

ducted in 12 patients with GD type 1 and five with neuronopathic

GDdemonstrated no further deterioration of clinical symptoms in

the patients with GD type 1 and improvement of myoclonus and

pupillary light reflex in patients with GD type 3 (Narita et al., 2016;

Zimran et al., 2013). An a-syn overexpressing neuroblastoma cell

line treated with ambroxol showed reduction of a-syn protein

levels. This finding, together with preliminary reports of the effi-

cacy of ambroxol in neuronopathic GD, indicates that further

testing of ambroxol merits consideration (McNeill et al., 2014).

In contrast, non-inhibitory chaperones stabilize enzyme by

binding to a site other than the active site, thereby rendering it

available for substrate turnover even after the enzyme becomes

lysosome-resident (Jung et al., 2016). Non-inhibitory chaperones

for GCase were identified using a unique HTS strategy utilizing a

spleen homogenate from a patient with type 1 GD as the source

of mutant GCase enzyme and increases in enzyme activity as

the outcome parameter. The screen identified about 30 non-

inhibitory chaperones, among them NCGC758 and NCGC607

(Goldin et al., 2012; Patnaik et al., 2012). Initialmicroscopy-based
translocation assays in GD fibroblasts showed a significant in-

crease in GCase in lysosomal compartments of cells treated

with NCGC758 compared to non-treated cells (Patnaik et al.,

2012). Further cell-based evaluation was restricted as the GD

fibroblast cell model lacks lysosomal substrate storage. The

development of relevant GD macrophage and neuronal cell

models proved to be invaluable for the evaluation of the non-

inhibitory chaperones identified in the spleen homogenate-

based HTS. Treatment of primary human macrophages derived

from monocytes and macrophages derived from iPSCs with the

non-inhibitory chaperoneNCGC758 resulted in increasedGCase

enzyme activity and translocation to lysosomes, improved

chemotaxis, and reduced substrate storage (Aflaki et al., 2014).

However, the binding site on the enzyme must be intact, which

makes this therapy unsuitable for patients where GCase expres-

sion is absent or where mutations affect binding sites.

Small chemical chaperones can cross the BBB, as demon-

strated for the non-inhibitory chaperone NCGC758 (Patnaik

et al., 2012), and have the potential to modulate a-syn levels in

the brain by increasingGCase protein levels and enzyme activity.

This property renders them attractive therapeutic candidates for

the treatment of synucleinopathies. Two very recent studies on

iPSC-derived human midbrain dopaminergic neurons from pa-

tients with PD, GD and PD, and GD types 1 and 2 showed that

treatment with the non-inhibitory chaperones NCGC758 and

NCGC607 reduced substrate accumulation, increased lyso-

somal activity, enhanced GCase translocation to lysosomes,

and reversed a-syn accumulation and downstream toxicity

(Aflaki et al., 2016; Mazzulli et al., 2016b). Although such non-

inhibitory compounds have not yet been evaluated in animal

models, these studies showcase the relevance of appropriate

cell-based models in evaluating modulators of GCase as a novel

therapy for the synucleinopathies.

Identifying the Missing Pieces
Despite a decade of work, and several hundred related publica-

tions, the field remains stymied by the enigmatic role that GCase

plays in Parkinson pathogenesis. The observation that patients

with null GBA1 alleles still are at increased risk for parkinsonism

negates gain-of-function theories, while the fact that the risk is

also increased in heterozygous carriers of extremely mild muta-

tions indicates that deficient enzymatic activity alone cannot be

held responsible. It is intriguing to speculate that GCase could

have another totally unrelated ‘‘moonlighting’’ function that,

when absent or deficient, contributes to parkinsonism. Most

likely, multiple factors play into the equation, not the least of

which is the aging process itself, and its impact on gene regula-

tion, autophagy, and lysosomal function.

While the genetics of parkinsonism is certainly complex, the

glucocerebrosidase story may provide an anchor to help in the

identification of other contributing genetic, epigenetic, and envi-

ronmental risk factors. By utilizing whole-exome or -genome

sequencing, targeted microarrays, methylation chips, and other

‘‘omic’’ strategies, the genetic signatures of large numbers of pa-

tients with PDwith andwithoutGBA1mutations, or subjects with

GBA1 mutations with or without PD, can be compared. Such

studies, both ambitious and quintessentially collaborative, may

ultimately reveal ‘‘the magic in the web of it’’ (Othello, Act 3,
Neuron 93, February 22, 2017 743
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Scene 4, Shakespeare) and enable us to discover and untangle

the many contributing strands.
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